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FLOW CONTROL IN CONNECTION–ORIENTED
NETWORKS: A TIME–VARYING SAMPLING
PERIOD SYSTEM CASE STUDY
PrzemysÃlaw Ignaciuk and Andrzej Bartoszewicz
In this paper congestion control problem in connection-oriented communication network
with multiple data sources is addressed. In the considered network the feedback necessary
for the flow regulation is provided by means of management units, which are sent by each
source once every M data packets. The management units, carrying the information about
the current network state, return to their origin round trip time (RTT ) after they were
sent. Since the source rate is adjusted only at the instant of the control units arrival,
the period between the transfer speed modifications depends on the flow rate RTT ear-
lier, and consequently varies with time. A new, nonlinear algorithm combining the Smith
principle with the proportional controller with saturation is proposed. Conditions for data
loss elimination and full resource utilisation are formulated and strictly proved with explicit
consideration of irregularities in the feedback information availability. Subsequently, the al-
gorithm robustness with respect to imprecise propagation time estimation is demonstrated.
Finally, a modified strategy implementing the feed-forward compensation is proposed. The
strategy not only eliminates packet loss and guarantees the maximum resource utilisation,
but also decreases the influence of the available bandwidth on the queue length. In this
way the data transfer delay jitter is reduced, which helps to obtain the desirable Quality
of Service (QoS) in the network.
Keywords: congestion control, connection-oriented networks, sampled data systems, vari-
able sampling period
AMS Subject Classification: 93A30, 93C57, 94A20
1. INTRODUCTION
Modern telecommunication networks are dynamic systems which require real-time
control schemes for the flow regulation. As it is convenient to send one control unit
every M data packets (and in this way place a direct limit on the amount of the
exchanged management information with respect to the user traffic), the control
data in such networks is usually available at irregularly spaced time instants. In this
paper we present an efficient solution to the flow control problem in the multi-source
connection-oriented networks, which provide feedback information aperiodically. On
the contrary to the results published in the past, the variable (input rate dependent)
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sampling period is explicitly taken into account in the algorithm design and its
properties derivation.
The difficulty of the flow control in the networks mentioned above, apart from the
dynamically changing period of control signal availability, is mainly caused by long
propagation delays in the system. If congestion occurs at a specific node, information
about this condition must be conveyed to all the sources transmitting data through
that node. Transferring this information involves feedback propagation delays. After
the information has been received by a particular source, it can be used to adjust the
rate of this source. However, the adjusted flow rate will start to affect the congested
node only after forward propagation delay.
The flow rate control in wide area networks, the example of which are Bandwidth
on Demand (BoD) satellite or Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) terrestrial com-
munication systems, has recently been studied in several papers. A valuable survey
of earlier congestion control mechanisms is given in [8]. Furthermore, Izmailov [6]
considered a single connection controlled by a linear regulator whose output sig-
nal is generated according to the several states of the buffer measured at different
time instants. The asymptotic stability, nonoscillatory system behaviour and lo-
cally optimal rate of convergence have been proved. Chong et al. proposed and
thoroughly studied the performance of a simple queue length based flow control
algorithm with a dynamic queue threshold adjustment [3]. Kulkarni and Li [9] mod-
eled the data transfer fluctuations (caused by changes in propagation delay and
time-varying source activity periods) with random variables and studied their in-
fluence on the system performance under the control of parsimonious (binary) and
multi-valued feedback mechanisms. Lengliz and Kamoun [11] introduced a propor-
tional plus derivative (PD) controller, which is computationally efficient and can be
easily implemented in connection-oriented networks. Imer et al. [5] gave a brief,
excellent tutorial exposition of the congestion control problem and presented new
stochastic and deterministic control algorithms. Another interesting approach to
the problem of the flow rate control in communication networks has been proposed
by Quet et al. In paper [16], the authors considered a single bottleneck multi-source
network and applied minimization of an H-infinity norm to the design of a flow rate
controller. The proposed controller guarantees stability robustness to uncertain and
time-varying propagation delays in various channels. Adaptive control strategies
for flow regulation in time-delay systems have been proposed by Laberteaux et al.
[10]. Their strategies reduce convergence time and improve queue length manage-
ment. Also, a neural network controller for wide area networks has recently been
proposed. Jagannathan and Talluri [7] showed that their neural network controller
can guarantee stability of the closed loop system and the desired QoS.
Due to the significant propagation delays, which are critical for the closed loop
performance, several researchers applied the Smith principle [18] to control the flow
of data in communication networks [1, 2, 4, 12–15]. In paper [12], Mascolo considered
a single connection congestion control problem in a general packet switching network.
He used the deterministic fluid model approximation of packet flow and exploited
transfer functions to describe the network dynamics. The designed continuous time
controller was applied to the Available Bit Rate (ABR) traffic control in ATM net-
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work and compared with the Explicit Rate Indication for Congestion Avoidance
(ERICA) standard. The same author extended the idea of the Smith prediction
to control the network supporting multiple data flows with different propagation
delays in paper [13]. The proposed control algorithm guarantees no cell loss, full
and equal network utilisation, and ensures exponential convergence of queue levels
to stationary values without oscillations or overshoots. Gómez-Stern et al. further
studied the flow control using the Smith principle [4]. They proposed a continuous
time proportional-integral (PI) controller which helps reduce the average queue level
and its sensitivity to the available bandwidth. On the other hand, the application of
the Smith principle for satellite networks was considered in [15]. In that work, simi-
larly as in [4], the saturation issues in the system with proportional continuous time
controller were handled using anti-wind up techniques. In recent paper [14] Mascolo
demonstrated that also the TCP flow control mechanism implements the Smith pre-
dictor to handle the congestion. The result presented in [14] was supplemented with
the analysis of the performance of the Smith predictor based solutions as compared
with the traditional proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers. It was shown
that in the time delay systems the stability requirements significantly limit the dy-
namics of the PID-based schemes and the Smith principle provides faster reaction to
the varying networking conditions. A nonlinear algorithm exploiting the idea of the
Smith prediction for the flow regulation in time-delay systems was suggested in [2].
The described continuous time control mechanism guarantees congestion alleviating
features and full resource usage even though the propagation delays in the multi-
source network can be determined only with limited degree of accuracy. Moreover,
since in real networks the feedback information is usually available only at discrete
time instants, discrete-time linear controllers were also developed for telecommuni-
cation systems [1, 17].
In this paper, the flow control in connection-oriented communication networks is
considered. Our approach is similar to that introduced in [1, 4, 12, 13, 15], however
as opposed to those papers, we propose a nonlinear control strategy. Moreover, in
contrast to [2, 4, 12, 13, 15], where continuous time control schemes where elaborated
and [1], where discrete-time controller with constant sampling period was proposed,
in this paper, an algorithm, which directly takes into account irregularities in the
feedback information availability, is designed. Since the proposed solution does not
rely on the continuous feedback information availability nor maintaining synchro-
nisation of constant sampling period (which is a serious challenge in multi-source
systems), it is more scalable and requires less control effort than other flow regulation
schemes presented earlier in literature. In fact, to our best knowledge, the described
class of irregularities in the feedback provision, caused by sending one management
unit every M data packets, although present in the existing networks and likely to
appear in future solutions, yet has never been explicitly considered in the design of
the flow controllers. The proposed strategy combines the Smith principle with the
proportional controller with saturation. Our approach guarantees full bottleneck
node link utilisation and no packet loss in the network. As a result, the need of
data retransmission is eliminated and the maximum throughput is achieved. Since
the Smith predictor may be sensitive with respect to imprecisely estimated delay
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times, we thoroughly study the effect of a possible mismatch between the actual and
measured values of RTT and demonstrate that the proposed strategy maintains its
favourable features even though the real delays in the network differ from the calcu-
lated ones. Finally, in order to decrease the influence of the available bandwidth on
the packet queue length, we implement the concept of the feed-forward bandwidth
compensation into the control mechanism. The modified approach not only ensures
full bottleneck node link utilisation and no data loss in the network, but also helps
reduce the data transfer delay variation and thus obtain better QoS in the network.
The transmission rates generated by both strategies are nonnegative and bounded.
These properties allow for a direct implementation of the proposed control schemes
in real network environment.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The model of the network
used throughout the paper is thoroughly described in Section 2. Then, nonlinear flow
control strategies and properties of the system with unisochronic feedback are dis-
cussed. First, in Section 3.1, the algorithm working under the assumption that round
trip times of all connections are known exactly is introduced. The stable operation
of the controller is guaranteed, even though the sources adapt their rate at irregular
(input dependent) time instants. Section 3.2 addresses the robustness issues related
to the imprecise propagation delay calculation in the analysed network. Afterwards,
in Section 3.3, a modified strategy with feed-forward compensation is presented. It
is shown that the nonlinear controller implementing the Smith predictor can assure
insensitivity of the steady-state queue length with respect to the available band-
width. In consequence, the data transmission delay jitter is decreased, which helps
to obtain favourable quality of service in the system and makes the network suitable
for multimedia traffic. Subsequently, the properties of the proposed strategies are
verified by a simulation example presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 comprises
the conclusions of the paper.
2. NETWORK MODEL
The connection-oriented network considered in this paper consists of data sources,
intermediate switches and destinations. The data transmitted by the sources passes
through a number of nodes, which operate in the store-and-forward mode without
traffic prioritization, to be finally delivered to its destination. However, somewhere
on the transmission path a switch is encountered, whose output link cannot handle
the incoming flow. Consequently, congestion occurs and packets, which constitute
the data stream, accumulate in the buffer allocated for that link. At the same time,
we assume that the sources under consideration are not subject to data capacity
limitation, i. e. they always have enough data to transmit. Therefore, they will ag-
gressively compete for the network bandwidth and buffer overflow can be prevented
only through an appropriate input rate adjustment.
The sources adapt the transmission speed at the instant of the control unit ar-
rival according to the command calculated by the bottleneck switch. The time
period between the arrivals of consecutive management units depends on the emis-
sion rate RTT earlier, which, in turn, changes with the variations of the network
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state. However, each source probes the network at least every TC , where TC denotes
the maximum control period.
We deal with n data flows, which pass through the bottleneck node and its output
connection. The control mechanism is provided by means of management units
emitted by each source once every M data packets, but not less frequently than
once every TC . The packets emitted by source j reach the bottleneck node after
forward propagation delay Tfj . The switch incorporates the feedback information
into the control units, which follow the standard data path and are turned back by
the end system to arrive at the source backward propagation delay Tbj after being
processed by the switch. The control units are served by the nodes immediately
(without the queuing delays), which ensures the constant value of round trip time
RTT j = Tfj+Tbj for each flow.
The presented scenario is illustrated in Figure 1. Source j sends packets at rate
aj(t), where t denotes time. These data pieces reach the bottleneck node after Tfj
and are served according to the bandwidth availability at the output link. The
remaining packets accumulate in the queue. The queue length at time t will be
denoted as x(t), and its demand value as xd. The controller generates the overall
rate a(t), which is distributed equally among all the sources. Sampling module is
responsible for the control units reception and rate adjustment at the source.
Fig. 1. Network model.
The available bandwidth is modelled as an a priori unknown and bounded func-
tion of time d(t). It is always greater than or equal to zero and is limited by the
maximum value dmax. We expect dmax to be greater than nM/TC to ensure that at
least during certain periods of time each source will have a chance to transmit data
at a rate greater than M/TC . Notice that this definition of the available bandwidth
is quite general and it accounts for any standard distribution typically analysed in
the considered problem.
If there are packets ready for the transmission in the buffer, then bandwidth
actually consumed by all the sources h(t) will be equal to the available bandwidth.
Otherwise, the output link is underutilised and the consumed bandwidth matches
the data arrival rate at the bottleneck node. Thus, we may write
0 ≤ h(t) ≤ d(t) ≤ dmax. (1)
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The queue length at any instant of time depends on the data arrival speed and on
consumed bandwidth h. Therefore, for any t ≥ 0 the length of the queue at the






aj(τ − Tfj) dτ −
∫ t
0
h(τ) dτ . (2)
The jth source rate is determined by the controller placed at the bottleneck switch.
Let us denote by bj(t) the rate calculated by the controller and sent for the jth
source at the instant of the management unit passing through the node. Assuming
that the sources begin transmission at the time t = 0 at the rate established in the









aj(t) = bj(t− Tbj). (3)
Since the signal bj(t) constitutes a vital part of the proposed control scheme, its
proper definition will be given together with the description of the flow regulation
strategy in the subsequent section.
Suppose that before time instant t = 0 the bottleneck buffer was empty, i. e.
x(t < 0) = 0. Then, as a consequence of (3), no packets arrive at the congested
node before Tf min = minj=1,2,...,n(Tfj) and for any time instant smaller than or
equal to Tf min the queue length is zero, i. e. x(t ≤ Tf min) = 0. Let us denote
by tj,k the kth moment of time (k = 1, 2, . . .) when the control unit belonging to
the jth virtual connection data flow arrives back at the source j. Since the sources




aj(t) = aj(tj,k) = bj(tj,k − Tbj) = const. (4)
The first to be transferred by any source is a control unit so that the information
about the current network state could be received at the data origin as quickly as
possible. As the sources begin transmission at time instant t = 0, then for k = 1
we have tj,1 = RTTj . Furthermore, since the control units are sent every M data
packets and not less frequently than the maximum control period TC one after
another, tj,k+1 is specified by the following relation
tj,k+1 = min(tj,k + βj,k, tj,k + TC) (5)
where βj,k can be determined from the equation given below∫ tj,k+βj,k
tj,k
aj(τ −RTTj) dτ = M. (6)
Definitions (5) and (6) make sense only for nonnegative rates aj(t). Clearly, any
control algorithm should be constructed in such a way that this condition is satisfied
for every aj(t). Finally, let us point out that equations (5) and (6) present the main
novelty of the network model used in this paper. These two equations explicitly
account for the time-varying, input rate dependent sampling period in the considered
system.
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3. CONTROL ALGORITHM
In this section we present the control algorithm, which ensures efficient network usage
in a multi-source environment, even though the feedback information available for
rate adjustment at the sources is received aperiodically. The strategy guarantees
that:
(i) data is not lost due to congestion, which minimises network overhead corre-
sponding to retransmissions;
(ii) there is always some data ready for transmission in the congested node buffer
so that the available bandwidth at the node output link is entirely utilised.
3.1. Principal control scheme
In the sequel we propose a nonlinear flow regulating strategy and demonstrate its
basic properties. Rate bj(t) sent by the controller for each source at the instant of









bj(t) = bj(tj,k − Tbj) =
1
n
a(tj,k − Tbj) (7)





0, if W (t) < 0
W (t), if 0 ≤W (t) ≤ amax
amax, if W (t) > amax
(8)
where amax > 0 denotes the upper saturation limit. We define function W (t) as










where K > 0 is the controller gain and xd > 0 is the demand queue length. The
integral term in equation (9) is responsible for the Smith prediction and it represents
the in-flight data. The basic control definition expressed by (9) is similar to those
already proposed in papers [1, 4, 12, 13, 15], however the nonlinearity introduced by
(8) and explicit consideration of the time-varying control period make our overall
strategy essentially different from the previously proposed solutions.
Further in this section we formulate the theorem indicating the amount of mem-
ory, which needs to be reserved at the bottleneck node for the data storage so that
no packet is discarded irrespective of the available bandwidth changes.
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Theorem 1. If sources transmit data according to the conditions formulated by
(3) – (9), then the queue length at the bottleneck node does not exceed the value
given by the following inequality
∀
t≥0
x(t) ≤ xd + amaxTC . (10)
P r o o f . First, notice that, as a consequence of the source transfer speed ad-
justment at discrete moments of time, the total arrival rate at the bottleneck node
may also change only at discrete time instants, which will be denoted by θm (m =
1, 2, . . .). The first such modification coincides with the arrival of the initial packet
belonging to the flow with the shortest forward delay, so for m = 1 we have
θ1 = Tf min. Interval
αm = θm+1 − θm (11)
between any two consecutive potential changes of the total incoming rate at the
congested switch is subject to the constraint 0 ≤ αm ≤ TC . The zero-length interval
reflects the case, when the modification of the transmission speed, which occurred at
two or more sources, influences the aggregate rate at the switch at the same moment
of time, and the upper bound is the maximum control unit inter-arrival period.
The bottleneck link buffer is empty until the first packets arrive at the switch. Let
us denote the queue length at the time instant θm by xm = x(θm). For m = 1 and
θ1 = Tf min we can write x1 = x(θ1) = 0 < xd+amaxTC . Therefore, the proposition
holds for any moment of time t ≤ Tf min.
Let us consider some m > 1 and the queue length at the time instant t ∈
[θm, θm+1)









where t = θm + δ, δ ∈ [0, αm) and αm is defined by (11). Using (4), we can rewrite
(12) as

















h(τ) dτ . (13)
In order to analyze the queue length variations in time interval [θm, θm+1), we
examine the behavior of function W . We will consider two cases: first, the situation
when W (θm) ≥ 0, and, afterwards, the circumstances when W (θm) < 0.
Case 1: We analyze the situation when W (θm) ≥ 0. From the definition of W , we
get








h(τ) dτ . (14)
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Since the total arrival rate at the switch does not change in interval [θm, θm+1), we
may evaluate the first integral in (14)






h(τ) dτ . (15)
The utilised bandwidth is always nonnegative and δ is upper-bounded by TC . Then,
taking into account the fact that bj(t) ≤ amax/n, we may write
x(t) ≤ xd + δ · amax − 0 ≤ xd + amaxTC . (16)
This ends the first part of the proof.
Case 2: Now, let us examine the situation when W (θm) < 0. First we find the last
moment t* < θm when signal W was greater than zero. It should be stressed at this
point, that since the control unit emission at the sources and rate generation at the
congested node are not synchronized, t* does not have to coincide with any of the θm
time instants. According to (7), W (t ≤ Tf min) = K(xd − 0− 0− 0) = Kxd > 0. In
consequence, the first moment, when signal W may attain a value smaller than zero,
is greater than Tf min, and instant t* actually exists. The value of W (t*) satisfies
the following inequality









 > 0. (17)
After the term rearrangement, we obtain





bj(τ) dτ . (18)
The queue length at a time instant t ∈ [θm, θm+1) can be expressed as








h(τ) dτ . (19)
Substituting (18) for x(t*), we get






















h(τ) dτ . (20)
Since the transfer speed generated by the controller in time interval (t∗, t] is equal










bj(τ) dτ ≤ amaxTC . (21)
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Function h(t) is always nonnegative, so we can state that the queue length at time
instant t, as given by (20), will be limited by the value given below








h(τ) dτ ≤ xd + amaxTC . (22)
This concludes the proof. ¤
Full link utilisation, as formulated by (ii), requires the presence of packets in
the bottleneck node buffer at any instant of time. In other words, if the queue
length is greater than zero, then the total available bandwidth of the congested link
is consumed. The theorem presented below shows how the demand queue length
should be selected so that entire bandwidth at the output connection is used for the
data traffic.
Theorem 2. If sources transmit data according to the conditions formulated by
(3) – (9), the maximum rate amax > dmax and the demand value of the queue length














then for any t > Tf max +TC +Tmax, where Tf max = maxj=1,2,...,n(Tfj) and Tmax =
(xd + amaxTC)/(amax − dmax), the queue length is always greater than zero.
P r o o f . The theorem assumption implies that we deal with time instants θm >
Tf max + TC + Tmax. Considering some m > 1 and the value of signal W at the
moment of the node input rate modification θm, we may distinguish two cases: the
situation when W (θm) < amax, and the circumstances when W (θm) ≥ amax.
Case 1: We consider the situation when W (θm) < amax. Directly from the defini-
tion of function W , we obtain









 < amax. (24)
The maximum rate established by the controller is equal to amax, so bj(t) ≤ amax/n
and





























RTTj = amaxTC . (26)
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Let us examine the queue length at some time instant t ∈ [θm, θm+1), as defined
by (13). The minimum rate, which can be assigned for each source, is zero and the
maximum available bandwidth equals dmax. Then, applying (26) to (13), we get
x(t) > amaxTC + 0− dmaxδ > 0 (27)
which completes the first part of the proof.
Case 2: Now, let us study the situation when W (θm) ≥ amax. First, we find the last
moment t∗ < θm when signal W was smaller than amax. It comes from Theorem
1 that the queue length never exceeds the value of xd + amaxTC . At the same
time, packet depletion rate is limited by dmax. Thus, the maximum period of time
Tmax, during which the controller may continuously set rate amax for the sources, is
determined by the following identity
Tmax = (xd + amaxTC) / (amax − dmax) . (28)
Therefore, instant t* exists. Since t* is the last instant, when signal W was smaller
than amax and the actual rate assignment could be delayed by not more than TC ,
t∗ ≥ θm − (Tmax + TC) . (29)
From the theorem assumption it also comes that t∗ > Tf max +Tmax +TC − (Tmax +
TC) = Tf max.
The value of W (t*) satisfies the inequality given below









 < amax. (30)
Following similar reasoning as presented in (24) – (27) we arrive at








bj(τ) dτ > 0. (31)
The queue length at some time instant t ∈ [θm, θm+1) may be expressed as









where t=θm+δ and δ ∈ [0, αm). The summation term in expression (32) represents
the amount of data, which was delivered to the bottleneck node in the time interval
[t*, t). Since aj(t) = bj(t – Tbj), we may rewrite the integral into the form given
below








h(τ) dτ . (33)
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h(τ) dτ . (34)
Performing algebraic manipulations on the integrals in (34), we get
















h(τ) dτ . (35)
Since the maximum rate assigned for each source is always limited by amax/n, the












Transfer speed value bj(t) assigned for source j at the time instant of the management
unit passing at t∗ > Tf max or right before t∗ would pertain for the duration of
ηj ≤ TC seconds (until the arrival of the subsequent control unit). Afterwards, the
rate for each source was set to amax/n. Thus, the second summation term in (35)










bj(τ) dτ ≥ amax [t− (t∗ + TC)]. (37)
Applying results (36) and (37) to formula (35), we arrive at








RTTj + amax [t− (t∗ + TC)]−
∫ t
t∗
h(τ) dτ . (38)
Using the theorem assumption (23), we obtain
x(t) > amaxTC+amax [t− (t∗ + TC)]−
∫ t
t∗
h(τ) dτ = amax (t− t∗)−
∫ t
t∗
h(τ) dτ . (39)
The maximum bandwidth, which we may expect to be utilised, is equal to dmax.
Then, according to the assumption amax > dmax and the fact that t > t*, we may
state that
x(t) > amax (t− t∗)− dmax (t− t∗) = (amax − dmax) (t− t∗) > 0. (40)
This ends the proof of Theorem 2. ¤
3.2. Robustness analysis
As the Smith predictor may be sensitive to imprecise RTT determination, in this
Section we study how possible differences between the real delays existing in the
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network and those estimated by the controller in the connection set-up phase, further
denoted by RTT j , may influence the flow regulation process.
Equations (7) and (8) remain valid. However, in order to take into account
discrepancies in the delay parameter values, formula (9) needs to be updated as
follows










where RTT j > 0 is the round trip time of the jth flow as measured by the controller
in the connection start-up phase.
Theorems 1 and 2, which were formulated for the network model from the previous
section no longer hold. Still though, we can modify the requirements for the buffer
space allocation so that the favourable properties of the considered strategy defined
by (i) and (ii) will be preserved.
Theorem 3. If sources transmit data according to the conditions formulated by
(3) – (9) with signal W (t) defined by (41), then the queue length at the bottleneck
node is upper-bounded by the following limit
∀
t≥0











P r o o f . The first packets arrive at the switch at t = Tf min. Denoting the queue
length at the instant θm by xm = x(θm), for m = 1 and θ1 = Tf min we can write
x1 = x(θ1) = 0 < xd + amaxTC + ∆max.
Let us consider the value of signal W at time instant t = θm for some m > 1.
Two situations are possible: the first occurs when W (θm) ≥ 0, and the other when
W (θm) < 0.
Case 1: Investigation of the case









 ≥ 0 (44)
leads to the following





bj(τ) dτ ≤ xd. (45)
The total arrival rate at the switch is constant in interval [θm, θm+1). At the same
time, the utilised bandwidth is always nonnegative. Since δ ≤ TC and individual
source rate bj(t) cannot exceed amax/n, we may estimate the queue length at time
instant t = θm + δ, given by formula (13), in the following way
x(t) ≤ xd + amaxδ − 0 ≤ xd + amaxTC + ∆max. (46)
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Case 2: Now, let us examine the circumstances, when W (θm) < 0. First, we seek
for the last instant t∗ < θm when signal W was nonnegative. Since W (t ≤ Tf min) =
K(xd−0−0−0) = Kxd > 0, the first moment, when W may attain a value smaller
than zero is greater than Tf min. The value of W (t*) satisfies the following inequality









 > 0. (47)
Then, the queue length at the moment t* can be estimated by the relation given
below





bj(τ) dτ . (48)
Substituting (48) for x(t*) in (19), we obtain

































h(τ) dτ . (49)








































h(τ) dτ . (52)
On the basis of the calculations presented in (20) – (22) and the fact that ∆(t) ≤
∆max, we conclude
x(t) < xd + amaxTC + ∆max.
This ends the proof. ¤
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In the subsequent part of this section we present the theorem, which shows that
if the bottleneck node buffer is selected properly, then all of the bandwidth available
at the congested link will be consumed even though the delay times are determined
at the controller only with limited accuracy.
Theorem 4. If sources transmit data according to the conditions formulated by
(3) – (9), signal W (t) is defined by (41), the maximum rate amax > dmax and the













 + ∆min (53)
then for any t > Tf max + TC + Tmax, where Tmax = (xd + amaxTC + ∆max)/(amax −
dmax), the queue length is strictly positive.
P r o o f . Let us consider some m ≥ 1 and the value of W at the corresponding
time instant θm. Similarly as previously, we may distinguish two cases: the first
occurs when W (θm) < amax, and the other when W (θm) ≥ amax.
Case 1: First, let us investigate the situation when W (θm) < amax









 < amax. (54)
After performing algebraic manipulations, we get






















bj(τ) dτ + ∆(θm). (55)
The maximum rate established by the controller is equal to amax. At the same time,
∆(t) ≥ −∆min. So, using the theorem assumption (53), we may write







RTTj −∆min ≥ amaxTC . (56)
The minimum rate, which can be assigned for each source, is zero and the maximum
available bandwidth equals dmax. Then, applying (56) to formula (13) for the queue
length at time instant t ∈ [θm, θm+1), we get x(t) > amaxTC − dmaxδ > 0, which
completes the first part of the proof.
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Case 2: Now, let us investigate the circumstances when W (θm) ≥ amax. First, we
find the last moment t∗ < θm when signal W was smaller than amax. Theorem 3
implies that the queue length never exceeds the value of xd+amaxTC+∆max despite
possible lack of precision in RTT s estimation performed by the controller. On the
other hand, packet depletion rate is limited by dmax. Thus, the maximum period of
time Tmax, during which the controller may continuously set the rate amax for the
sources, is estimated by the following equation
Tmax = (xd + amaxTC + ∆max) / (amax − dmax) . (57)
Therefore, instant t* exists. Since t* is the last instant, when signal W was smaller
than amax and the actual rate assignment could be delayed by not more than TC ,
t∗ ≥ θm − (Tmax + TC). From the theorem assumption it also comes that t∗ >
Tf max + Tmax + TC − (Tmax + TC) = Tf max. The value of W (t*) satisfies the
inequality given below









 < amax. (58)
Following similar reasoning as presented in (55) and (56), we arrive at








bj(τ) dτ > 0. (59)


















h(τ) dτ . (60)
Similarly as in (55), we may use the concept of the function ∆(t) and rewrite in-



















Performing analogical steps to those presented in the proof of Theorem 2, namely









RTTj+amax [t− (t∗ + TC)]+∆(t∗)−
∫ t
t∗
h(τ) dτ . (62)
The function ∆(t) is lower-bounded by −∆min, while the maximum bandwidth to
be utilised is limited by dmax. Then, using assumption (53), we obtain
x(t) > ∆min + amax (t− t∗)−∆min − dmax (t− t∗) > 0. (63)
This concludes the proof. ¤
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3.3. Modified controller
In this subsection we propose a modified control strategy. The individual transfer
speed is still assigned for each source in accordance with (7) and the aggregate rate
is limited as in (8). However, this time the function W (t) is defined as















The proposed algorithm combines the Smith principle and feed-forward compensa-
tion with the proportional controller with saturation. The integral in (64) represents




nRTTj is responsible for the bandwidth
compensation. The influence of the compensation on the system dynamics is tuned
by a nonnegative real constant λ. When λ = 0 no compensation is applied, and as
λ rises, the significance of the feed-forward term increases.
Further in this section we present two theorems, defining the properties of the
proposed control scheme.
Theorem 5. If sources transmit data according to the conditions formulated by
(3) – (9) with function W (t) determined by (64), then the queue length at the bot-
tleneck node does not exceed the value given below
∀
t≥0





RTTj + amaxTC (65)
where qmax denotes the maximum queue length.
P r o o f . First packets arrive at the switch at the Tf min time instant. Similarly as
in the previous sections, we denote the queue length at the time θm by xm = x(θm).
For m = 1 and θ1 = Tf min we can write x1 = (θ1) = 0 < qmax. Thus, the proposition
is valid for any moment of time t ≤ Tf min.
Let us consider some m ≥ 1 and the value of the signal W (t) at the time instant
t = θm. Two cases need to be considered: the situation when W (θm) ≥ 0, and the
other when W (θm) < 0.
Case 1: Investigating the circumstances when W (θm) ≥ 0, we get
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Applying (67) to relation (13) for the queue length at the time t = θm + δ, we
conclude













h(τ) dτ . (68)











RTTj + amaxTC (69)
which ends the first part of the proof.
Case 2: Now, let us examine the situation when W (θm) < 0. First, we find the last
moment t < θm, when the signal W (t) was greater than zero. Indeed, such instant
exists since W (t ≤ Tf min) = K(xd − 0 − 0 + 0) = Kxd > 0. Notice also that the
first moment when function W may attain a negative value is greater than Tf min.
The value of W (t*) satisfies the following inequality














 > 0. (70)
Consequently, x(t∗) can be estimated by the relation given below










bj(τ) dτ . (71)
The expression for the queue length at a time instant ∈ [θm, θm+1) is identical to
(19). Therefore,



















h(τ) dτ . (72)
Reasoning similar to the one presented in (20) – (22) brings the conclusion





RTTj + amaxTC (73)
This completes the proof. ¤
Theorem 6. If sources transmit data according to the conditions formulated by
(3) – (9) together with functionW (t) defined by (64), the maximum rate amax > dmax
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then for any t > Tf max + TC + Tmax, where Tmax = qmax/(amax − dmax) the queue
length is strictly positive.
P r o o f . The minimum utilised bandwidth h(t) is zero. With this remark, the
analysed proposition is valid as a direct consequence of Theorem 2. ¤
The steady-state queue length xss, i. e. the queue length, when the available
bandwidth dss > 0 is constant, can be expressed as follows















the steady-state queue length xss=xd, which implies complete insensitivity of xss
to the available bandwidth at the bottleneck link. As the dependency of the queue
length on dss diminishes, the delay jitter for the transferred data is reduced, which
helps achieve better QoS in the network and enables provision of a broad class of
services connected with video and audio streaming.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to verify the control strategies proposed in this paper, simulation tests
were performed using Matlab–Simulink. First, the model of wide area network with
irregular period of feedback information availability was constructed according to
the description provided in Section 2. Three connections (n = 3) participate in the




j Tfj Tbj RTT j
1 5 15 20
2 10 20 30
3 30 40 70
To check the possibility of application of the proposed control schemes to a real
telecommunication system, we adjusted the feedback parameters according to the
guidelines of the ATM standard. Consequently, in our model each source sends
control units every M = 32 equal-size data pieces, but not less frequently than every
TC = 100 ms. The maximum available bandwidth dmax was set as 9100 packets/s,
which approximately corresponds to 3.7 Mb/s connection, and the upper bound
of the overall source rate amax was adjusted to 10100 packets/s ≈ 1.11dmax. The
bandwidth actually available for the controlled connections d(t) at the bottleneck
node is illustrated in Figure 2. We can see from the graph that function d experiences
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sudden changes of large amplitude, which reflects the most rigorous networking
conditions.
Fig. 2. Available bandwidth.
The system becomes more dynamic with the increase of the controller gain K.
Although any value K > 0 satisfies Theorems 1 – 6, we adjusted K to 100 s−1, as it
proved to be sufficient for a majority of typical communication scenarios.
Three simulations were run. In the first one it was assumed that the controller
has exact knowledge of the real delays existing in the network. Therefore, the
Smith predictor parameters matched the true propagation delays: RTT 1 = 20 ms,
RTT 2 = 30 ms and RTT 3 = 70 ms. In order to fulfil the requirements imposed
by Theorem 2, the demand queue length xd = 1520 > 1515 packets was chosen.
Queue length x(t) resulting from applying the principal regulation scheme described
by relations (7) – (9) is shown in Figure 3. As we can see, no data arrives at the
bottleneck node before Tf min = 5 ms. Moreover, the queue length never exceeds the
value of xd + amaxTC = 2530 packets and does not drop to 0. These two properties
imply no buffer overflow and full bottleneck link utilisation.
In the second simulation example it is assumed that the controller determines the
delay times for the regulated flows with decreased accuracy. Thus, the real RTT s
remain unchanged when compared with the first test, but the Smith predictor pa-
rameters are modified as follows: RTT 1 = 22 ms, RTT 2 = 34 ms and RTT 3 = 67 ms.
In order to provide full bottleneck node bandwidth usage the demand queue length
is adjusted to the value of 1540 packets. The resulting x(t) function is illustrated in
Figure 4. Notice that the algorithm preserves its favourable features, i. e. the queue
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Fig. 3. Queue length – principal control scheme.
length does not grow beyond the level of 2560 packets and x(t) is strictly positive.
This incurs no data loss in the examined system and full resource exploitation. How-
ever, both examples reveal possible drawback of the proposed strategy with respect
to handling the multimedia traffic. Namely, the queue length in steady states is
highly dependent on the currently available bandwidth.
In the third simulation scenario it is assumed again that the controller possesses
precise knowledge of the propagation delays for the regulated connections. There-
fore the Smith predictor parameters become: RTT 1 = 20 ms, RTT 2 = 30 ms and
RTT 3 = 70 ms. This time however, rate estimation function W is replaced by that
defined in (64). The feed-forward tuning coefficient is selected according to (76), i. e.






= 1.25. The queue length evolution in the bottleneck
node buffer is presented in Figure 5. The upper curve (a) shows that the packet
queue approaches the level of xd = 1520 packets in the steady states. The lower
graph (b) illustrates the effect of decreasing the demand queue length in order to
limit memory volume and, what is of utmost importance in modern telecommunica-
tion systems, to obtain better quality of service (smaller average transfer delay and
delay variation). It can be seen from the figure that although the demand queue
length is significantly reduced (xd = 520), the packet queue drops to zero only for
a very short period of time, bringing negligible deterioration of the link bandwidth
usage. Therefore, the proposed strategy allows for a propitious trade-off between
QoS and utilisation of the network resources.
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Fig. 4. Queue length – robustness analysis.
Fig. 5. Queue length – feed-forward compensation.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper new nonlinear algorithms for flow control in connection-oriented telecom-
munication networks were presented. The proposed algorithms ensure no data loss
and full resource utilisation in the multi-source system, where the feedback infor-
mation necessary for the transfer speed adjustment is accessible at irregular time
instants. First, the proper operation of the Smith principle based controller was
demonstrated despite possible mismatch occurring between the real propagation de-
lays and those estimated by the algorithm. Following the robustness analysis, a
modified flow regulation scheme was proposed. The controller with the extra feed-
forward term incorporated not only maintains the favourable features of the principal
strategy, but also helps reduce the variation of the steady-state queue length caused
by the available bandwidth, thus decreasing the data transport delay jitter. This al-
lows improving of the QoS in the network and facilitates handling of the multimedia
traffic. Since the described control schemes do not require constant (as in continu-
ous systems), nor time-synchronised (as in discrete systems with constant sampling
period) exchange of the feedback information, they are more scalable and easier in
practical implementation than similar solutions proposed earlier in literature.
(Received May 24, 2007.)
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